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In the present note, we study the conditionsfor propagation of interface waves when one of the solids is a thermo. 
elastic halfspace and the other an elastic halfspace. The propagation of plane waves along the interfaoe is studied 
and the frequency equation is derived. In view of the complicated form of this equation, two limiting cases corres- 
ponding to  very high or very low frequencies are studied. I t  is also shown that when the coupling constant in the 
thermo-elastic solid is put equal to zero, the frequency equation reduces to  the equation derived by Stoneley. As 
another particular case, the frequency equations corresponding to very high or very low wave lengths are obtained. 
The propagatibn of generalised Rayliegh or Stoneley waves along the surface of separation of two elastIo 
was thoroughly investigated by Stoneleyl and others. Stoneley'derive'd the corresponding frequeniy 
equation, whose solution has been further studied by Koppe, Sholte and others, and conditions under 
which Stoneley waves can exist have been derived. In the present note, it is proposed to study the conditions 
for propagation of interface waves when one of the solids is a thermo-elastic halfspace, and the other and 
elastic halfspace. The basic equations for wave propagation in a thermo-elastic medium adopted here are 
those given by Chadwick2. In a subsequent paper Chadwick3 has discussed the Rayleigh waves in a thermo- 
elastic halfspace. As usual, we assume welded contact at the interface between the two solids. The elastic 
halfspace is assumed to be at constant temperature l', throughout, with no coupling between the two solids 
i.e., between the elastic and thermal fields. Under these assumptions, the propagation of plane waves along 
the interface is stiudied and the freauency equation is derived. In view of the complicated form of this equa- 
tion, two limiting cases of this equation corresponding to very high or very low frequencies are studied. 
~ t i s  also shown that when the coupling constant in the thermo-elastic solid is put equal to zero, the fie- 
'quency equation reduces t,o the equation derived by Stoneley. AE another particular cass, tfie frequency 
corresponding to very high or very low wave lengths are obtained. 
B A S I C  E Q U A T I O N S  
We set up the coordinate system (2, y, z) with the x-axis along the interface and the z-axis normal to the 
interface with z > 0 in the thermo-elasticmedium. The components of the displacement are then give1 
by 
Denoting the variation of tempekature by 0, the equation satisfied by +, #, 0 for the thermo-elastic 
medium3 are : 
For the purely elastic medium the equations (distinguishing the corresponding quantities by a super=ribed 
prime) are : 
I 
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Here (Vp, V s  ), (V',, Vts  ) denote the compressional and shear wave velocities in the two media and p,pl  
. the densities; k, c and To are respectively coefficients of the thermal conductivity, the specific heat at cons- 
tant strain and the initial temperature of the thermo-elastic solid; u is its coefficient of volume expansion 
and xp is its isothermal compressibility. The elastic medium is supposed to be of infinite conductivity and 
at temperature To. 
For vertically polarised plane waves propagrated in the x-direction, we shall seek solutions in the form : 
--- 
(6, 4, $1 = (6, 4, $1 exp [i (7% - wt) 1 
and in order that their amplitudes become vanishingly small, as 1 z +oo these solutions must be of the 
' form2 : 
For z > 0 
t 
+ B  (z - c 2 2 ) .  exp l - - ~ / ~ q + i q x ~  1 ] varr 
Q = A  . exp :-zdr)- + i q x :  + B . exp i-z\/?2--c2z + ~ T X :  
9 = C. exp (- ~ 4 ~ 2 . -  p3 -t iq@ 
where [:, t 2 2  me the roots of the equation: 
For z < 0 
4' = A' . enp ( 2  dq2 - c;2 + i7x)  Y = C1; exp ( Z  dq2 - i3' t hx) 
where [ I l  = ~ / V ' T  and [ I 3  = w/V's . 
B O U N D A R Y -  C O N D I T I O N S  
(a)  As I z I + oo , the amplitudes tend to zero. This condition is satisfied by the forms as~umed for th 
above solution. 
(b) The stresses on and a, and %be displacements (u, w )  are continuous across z = 0. 
\ 
(c) 9 = 0 for r = 0. 
Using the expressions : 
the boundary conditions yield the follokipg five equations for the constants A, B, C, A', & C' : 
2pv2s &r14--: A - 2~ Y ~ B  iq 2 / $ 2  ; c22 . B + P v2,~ (2q2 - e32) . c 
+ 2p' V'82 ir) d,,2 - ct12 . A' - p' V1,y2 (2 IJa - grs2) C' . 
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- - & a )  . A +  B = O  (gT 
$ = 2/? - w2/V2T ; 62 = 2 /q2  - w 2 / ~ f j 2  ; = 2/1)a,Wm If now, 
w2 w2 Sf2 = dq2 - ,2/vr8a and A- = dq2 - g22 . (% - tI2) - ddr12-- g12 . (& - t2$ 
A + Sf l  ( 522 - c 2 ~  1 n s, - ( {22 -tal 1 q2 A at2 + v2 ( 522 - cZ1) 1 
If D = p V'2s - p' V r 2 s  = constant and E = 522 - t2,, then the above deteminantal equation can be 
written as : 
4 D 2 q 2 ( q 2 - a ' 1 S ' 2 )  ( ~ 8 2 - ~ 2 E ) + 4 D w 2 q 2 [ p E ( q 2 - - S ' 1 S ' 2 ) + p ' ( ~ S 2 - ~ 2 E ) ]  
+ u4 L: ( P' n + E P 8'1 ) ( pa'2 + ~ ' 8 2  - Ev2  ( P - P' I = 0 ( 4 )  . 
This is the desired frequency equation. 8ince this is of a complicated form, we discuss some limiting cases. 
P A R T I C U L A R  C A S E S  
then the above five equations yield the determinantal equation: 
~ 
Waves of given period (ofSxed). 
2 S', ( p  vas - p' V'2s) - p  w2 2 r)a (pV25 - p' v'2s) + p'w2 
( P - ) 0 2  A 2 72 ( p  V 2 & w P '  V's2) p w2 S2 8'2 ( P ~ 2 - 2 ~ 2 ( p V 2 s - p ' V ' ~ 2 ) )  
We now introduce the dimensionless quantity : 
= O  
and consider the cases when : X << 1 &i X >> 1 
I (a) Suppose x is small. ( X << 1 ). The frequency equation ( 4 )  when expanded in powers of upto 
the power X7 takes the form: 
X 5 ( i P + X Q + X 2 c R + .  . . ) = O ,  
where P, Q, R are real valued expressions in E and q. If xS and higher powers are neglected, then the 
frequency equation takw the form : i P  + x Q + X 2  R = 0. Therefore, the wave-velocity depends on the 
frequency. 
(b) Suppose X is large. ( x >> 1 ). The frequency equation ( 4 )  in this case takes the form : 
If we divide throughout by q4, then we get the following equation for U= wl7.1, the phase velQoity of the 
interface wave : 
- 4 D ( D VT V,s + ( p - p' ) V T  VN Vcr V's j 
Therafore the velocity of the wave depends on the wavelength. Hence there is dispersion in this a s e  
also. 
(c) Suppose e is small ( e < < 1 ), then e2, E3 and higher powers of E may be neglected. Let 
K* = 2/-q2 - i w2/V21 x ; Bag = ~ 2 / V 2 ~  ( X - i ) ; 
M = 4 D2 72 82 ( q2 - 8'2 ) + 4 D w2 q2 p' 82 + w4 p' ( p  8'2 + p' 82 ) Br, 
N = - 4 Da q4 (7' - 8'1 a',) + 4 D w2 q 4  ( p - p' ) 
- w4 p 8'1 ( P a', + P' 82 - q2 ( P  - P' l2 ) 
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Then the frequency equation (4) takes the form: I 
I 
2 ( ~ 8 1 + N ) 6 1 ( X ~ - i ) 2  7 
In particular, if s = 0, the frequency equation reduces to 
M S 1 + N = O  
This equation is nothing but Stoneley's hequency equation. This is as it should be, since for E = 0, there is no 
coupling between the elastic and the thermal fields, and the case reduces to that of two elastic solids. In view 
of this, it may be concluded that for small values of e, interface waves exist under the same conditions as in 
the case of pure Stoneley waves. I 
Waves of gives length/(q $ma). 
We now introduce the dimensionless quantity : 
5 = T/S* ; ?1* = @*/vT 
I t  is ob~erved that in case (a) the wave-velocity depends on the frequency, but is a constant in case (b )  
and consider the cases when f < < I and f > > t. 
(a) Suppose 6 is small. ( f < < 1). Then expanding in powers of 6, the frequency equation takes the form 
2 V2p x2 t1 t2 ( pVe + p' V'S ) C V'T P' ( Ca - 51 ) ( Xa vx2 + 51 { a  + E PV* VT X I  
- [8D(1 1, (D+pr V'T V b )  - p' V'S V'T V'S & ( p  V '#+P'~S)  
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1-1 I= O* . 
(b) Suppose f is large. ( 5 > > 1). Then the frequency equation (4) takes the form: 
V ~ T  X 2  E ( p + p' ) L p V"T V2s + p'Vt2p V12s] 
i 4 p p' vfzT Ve8 Vt2& + 2 Dp E 7'8 Vf2# 1 =.. - 2 f a  + 2 D p E V2s V'2yt - 2 Dp' V'2zl V2,g I - b 2  V'a8 - D2 VJ2p f l J J 
+ q * x  v ~ ' C f r ~ ( p V ~ + p ' v ' 8 ) [ 1 ) * ~  v~p ' (5~-51  ) S f  PV'TE  516al 
. 
- - - E p r ~ * ~  V T V ~ V ' S ~ ~ ~ ~  ( p v ' s f  ' V S )  - J  
